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Date: May 1, 2008     

eginning May 9, 2008, CBOE will commence rollout of the “Express IOC” functionality.  Orders 

o IQOD or Printed Tickets:  Since IQOD and printed ticket generation are functions that only 

ss IOCs”.  Complex IOCs will bypass ORS and route 

to CBOE’s trade-

icted series”, generally only orders to close positions are permitted 

pgrade has been fully rolled out, cancel 

s entered from TNT/BERS will not process as “Express IOC” and will continue to 

• D or CROWD NO BOOK feature 

• ncluding SPX, OEX 

 
uestions regarding this matter may be directed to Anthony Montesano at (312) 786-7365 or 

  Information Circular IC08-68 
To: CBOE Members 
From: Trading Operations 
Re: Express IOCs 
 
B
received by CBOE via the FIX or CMI connection with an IOC contingency will route directly to 
the CBOEdirect trade engine, bypassing the legacy TPF Order Routing System (ORS).  All ORS 
routing parameters will no longer apply, including volume and price edits. 
 
N
exist in ORS, and since IOCs will bypass ORS, IQOD and printed fill/cancel report tickets will 
not be available for “Express IOCs”.  CBOEdirect “Market ReplaySM” is available to track activity.   
HAL:  HAL will initially be enabled for “Express IOCs”.  Orders will bypass ORS and route 
directly to the trade engine, but the HAL Process will be initiated if CBOE is not on the NBBO 
and the order is marketable against the NBBO.  At the conclusion of the HAL process, the order 
will be filled, cancelled or partially filled/cancelled.  The Exchange may determine to inactivate 
HAL for “Express IOCs” in the future, in which case such orders would immediately fill, cancel or 
partially fill/cancel.  A circular will be distributed announcing the HAL inactivation for “Express 
IOCs” if a decision is made to do so.   
COA:  COA will be active for “Expre
directly to the trade engine but will continue to initiate the COA process.  At the conclusion of 
the COA process, the order will be filled, cancelled or partially filled/cancelled. 
Trade-Match:  Trades for all “Express IOCs” will be automatically submitted 
match system.  The input code will change from “O” to “Q”, and the 7-character transaction ID 
will begin with the letter “S”. 
Restricted Series:  In “restr
unless an exception applies.  Since IOCs will bypass all edits and route directly to the trade 
engine, orders should not be sent with IOC to open a position in a restricted series as such 
orders could execute without regard to the restriction. 
Reject Cancel Requests:  Once the “Express IOC” u
requests for orders that have no quantity remaining will be rejected.  A reject message, rather 
than a cancel request, will be sent back to the sender. 
Exceptions 

• Order
route through ORS under all existing ORS parameters. 
Orders directed to PAR or BART using the FBW CROW
or sent through FIX/CMI with a specific PAR or BART request, will not be handled as 
“Express IOC” and will continue to route to the target PAR or BART. 
“Express IOC” will not be activated for Hybrid 3.0 (“BOB”) classes, i
and MVR. 

Q
montesan@cboe.com or the Help Desk at helpdesk@cboe.com. 
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